The purpose of this study was to develop Korean Consonant Perception Test (KCPT), that is a phonemic level including elementary data to evaluate speech and consonant perception ability of the normal and the hearing impaired qualitatively and quantitatively. KCPT was completed with meaningful monosyllabic words out of possible all Korean monosyllabic words, considering articulation characteristics, the degree of difficulty, and the frequency of the phonemic appearance, after assembling a tentative initial and final consonants testing items using four multiple-choice method which were applied to the seven final consonant regulation and controlled with the familiarity of the target words.
목표자음 (종성) /ㄱ/ / ㄴ/ / ㄷ/ / ㄹ/ / ㅁ/ / ㅂ/ / ㅇ/ /[]
III. 검증 및 수정을 통한 최종 KCPT 개발

